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Time
attributes

The rules of
changes in time,
can be used to
analyze certain
user behaviors
like data access,
modification or
transfer.

User
behaviors

Crime
Scene

The rules differ
for different file
systems. Some
research have
already been
done on NTFS and
FAT file systems,
while no analysis
of an Mac
computer, and
(HFS+).

This study
analyzes the
changes in time
attributes on Mac
OS X with HFS+,
and deduces
user behaviors,
to help
reconstruct
crime scene .

 1. The

victim’s(famous TV star) computer is
stolen by the suspect. There are some private
photos inside the computer. After the computer
was captured by the police, all files or folders
seem unmodified. But some time stamps of
some files and folders are updated.
So what the suspect may have
done?
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The computer has
been captured by
the police.

1

Computer has
been stolen by the
suspect .
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Reconstruct the crime
scene and know what
the suspect has done.

Use the Rules to
analyze the user
behaviors.
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Create a clone image
of the computer and
generate the timeline.

4

Examine the information
during the period when
the computer is in
suspect’s use.

We use
the
Sleuth
Kit to
generat
e the
timeline

 The

computer has been in the suspect’s control
on Sept 21, 2012. So we only check the time slot
in the timeline data.

 From

the timeline, we can see that the folder
/Christmas and the image files inside this
folder all have the similar Access time.

 Then, let’s

specify the folder /Christmas in the
timeline to see the other time stamps’ value.

Finder information for the folder and files






From above information, we can see that for folder
/Christmas, Access>Modify=Change>Birth
For the files inside this folder,
Access>Change>Modify=Birth. And
Date
Added=Change>Last Opened=Modify=Birth,
And the folder’s Access time is same with the files’
Access time.

Based on the Rule No.5 for folder, the folder has been
copied to another location or compressed.
Based on the Rule No. 6 for files, the image files inside the
folder have been accessed, copied to other location or
compressed, and before that, these files may be
extracted or downloaded or copied or moved from other
location.

 Reconstruct

the user behavior

For folder:
Ad:2012.06.22 00:00
B:2012.01.22 17:30

L:2012.09.21 20:48

M,C:2012.08.20 00:51

The folder was created.

A:2012.09.21 20:49

The folder was opened.

The folder was modified.
The folder was copied or moved to the disk.
The folder was copied to other place.

 Reconstruct

the user behavior
For files inside the folder:
C, Ad :2012.06.22

B,M,L :2011.12.16-18

A:2012.09.21

The files were created.
The files were copied or moved to the disk.

The files were copied to other place.
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Time analysis

K.P. Chow et al. :
Rules to determine the
behavioral characteristics of
MAC times on NTFS file system.
Bang et al. :
More research work on time
information changes about
NTFS files and folders as well as
FAT files and folders.

Mac Forensic

Florian Buchholz:
The role file system metadata
ThemeGallery is a
plays in data forensics. A
Design
Digital
graphical
timeline
editorContent
named
&
Contents
mall
Zeitline.
developed by Guild
Brian Carrier:
Design
Inc.
The Sleuth
Kit also
can do file
system analysis and give
timeline about the files on the
disk.

Macintosh computer investigation:
• Shortage of documentation on how the timestamps in file system are handled.
• No systematic documentation on the behavioral characteristics of file or
folder timestamps under different operations.
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HFS+
Access
•Change
•Create
•Modify
•

Access
Change
Create
Modify

Mac OS X
Create
•Modify
•Last Opened
•Date Added
•

Last Opened
Date Added
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A Macbook pro with the Mac OS X 10.7.3 as the host computer
Erase a USB disk as “HFS+”using the Disk Utility in the computer

Connect to the host computer
by Write Blocker
Do an
operation on
the USB

Creation, Modification, Change, and Access times-- command
line Last Opened, Date Added times --- Finder window

Check the
time
changes

Empty: Unchanged;
Y: Changed;
*: Depends on what application is used;
^: Only for .txt files accessed by the first time;
N/Y: sometimes change, sometimes not;
Y (d): Changed to the time when the file was deleted;
Y (s): Changed to the time when the item was saved after
modification;
Y (o1): Changed to the time when the file was opened;
Y (o2): Changed to the time when the folder was opened;
Y (b): Changed to the time when the action began;
Y (f): Changed to the time when the action was finished;
B: Creation time/Birth time;
M: Modification time;
A: Access time;
C: Change time;
L: Last Opened time;
Ad: Date Added time.

Action
File Created

B

M

A

C

L

Ad

Y

Y

Y

Y

*Y

Y

Y(o1)

^Y

*Y

File Accessed
“Get info”
Y(s)

Y(s)

File property changed (command)
File property changed(get info)

Y

B≤M, C, L, Ad<A
Y(s)

*Y

Y

B≤ M, L, Ad<A≤ C

Y

Y(b)

Y(f)

B ≤ Ad ≤L ≤M =A=C
B≤ M, A, L, Ad<C

Y

File copy (new file)
File downloaded from email or from some

*N/Y

Y

File renamed
File copy (original file)

B=M=A=C=Ad ≤ L
B ≤M, Ad, C≤A≤L

Y

File content Modified

Rule

B≤ M, L, A, C<Ad
B≤ M, C, L, Ad<A

Y(b)

Y(f)

N/Y

Y(b)

B≤ M≤ L<A =Ad≤ C

Y(b)

Y(f)

Y(f)

Y(f)

B≤ M=A=C=Ad=L

Y(b)

Y(f)

Y(b)

B≤ M, L<A =Ad≤ C

websites
File downloaded from internet(the other
result from last one)
File moved within same volume
File moved to different volume
File compress(original files)

Y
Y(b)

Y(b)

Y

File extracted
Image/Videos previewed

Y(f)

B≤ M, L<A =Ad≤ C
B≤ M, L, C, Ad<A

Y(f)
N/Y

B≤ M, L, A, C<Ad

Y(b)

B≤ M, L, A< Ad≤ C
B≤ M, C, L, Ad≤ A

Action
Folder Created

B

M

A

C

L

Ad

Rule

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

All same

Folder Accessed

Y(o2)

B ≤ M≤ C, Ad ,A≤ L

“Get info”

B≤ M, C, L, Ad, A

Folder Modified (create internal file)

Y

Y

Y

N/Y

B≤ Ad≤ L≤ M =C=A

File content Modified inside folder

Y(s)

Y(o1)

Y(s)

Y(o2)

B≤ Ad< L≤ A<M=C

File deleted inside folder

Y(d)

Y(d)

Y(o2)

B≤ A, Ad< L≤ M =C

Y

Y

Y

B≤ A, Ad< L≤ M =C

Folder created, modified, deleted inside
folder
Folder property changed

Y

B≤ M, A, L, Ad<C

Folder renamed

Y

Folder copy (original folder)

B≤ M, C, L, Ad<A

Y

Folder copy (new folder)

Y(b)

Y(f)

N/Y

Y(b)

Folder moved within same volume

Y

File moved to different volume

Y(b)

Folder compress(original folder)
Folder extracted

Y(f)

Y(b)

Y
N/Y

N/Y

N/Y

B≤M, L, A, C<Ad

B≤ M≤ L<A =Ad≤ C

B≤ M, L, A, C<Ad
B≤ M, L<A =Ad≤ C
B≤ M, L, C, Ad<A

Y

N/Y

Y

B≤ M, L, A≤ Ad≤ C

Rule No.1:
B=M=A=C=Ad,
the file may be just created or downloaded without any
modification or access.
<kMDItemWhereFroms>
Rule No.2:
A > (B, M, C),
accessed, copied to other location or compressed.
Last Opened ≥Access time, accessed.
If several files’ Access times are very close, then these files
may be copied to other location in a batch or compressed
together.

Rule No.3:

M>B, the file’s content has been modified.

Rule No.4: C > (B, M, A),
changed in the property or extracted
check the Date Added time,
Ad=C or C time is a little delayed to Ad ,  extracted
If several files’ Change times are the same as well as the Date
Added times are very close,  extracted in a batch.
Date Added time ≠Change time, changed in the property.

Rule No.5:
C =A > (B, M),
check the Date Added time,
C=Ad, copied from other location or moved from other volume
or downloaded from Internet.
C>Ad, then the file’s property has been modified.
Rule No.6:
A >C > (B, M),
several files have the similar situation  before the files are
accessed, copied to other location or compressed---extracted
or downloaded or copied or moved from other location.
We can then apply the Rule No. 4 or 5 to analyze the details
without the Access time.

Rule No.7:
Ad > (B, M, C, L),
renamed or moved from other place within the same volume.
Several files’ Date Added times are very close, moved in a
batch from other location but the same volume.
Rule No. 8:
For image and video files, the Last Opened time
cannot be proof as the last time the files are viewed by the
user, which means that the suspect cannot use the Last Opened
time to claim that he does not view the file.
(The image and video files should be examined carefully as
they may have some special cases.)

Rule No.1:
B=M=A=C=Ad,
created or just extracted without any modification.
Rule No.2:
L > (B, M, A, C, Ad),
opened without any modification.
Rule No.3:
M=A=C>B,
modified by creating internal files.
Rule No.4:
M=C > (A, B),
deleted some file(s) inside the folder or modified the internal
files’ contents or done some operations on folders inside this
folder.

Rule No.5:
A > (B, M, C),
copied to another location or compressed.
Rule No.6:
C > (B, M, A),
check the Date Added time, if C=Ad, then the folder has just
been extracted; if not, the folder’s properties have been
changed.
Rule No.7:
C =A > (B, M),
copied from another location or moved from another volume or
extracted.

Rule No.8:
A >C > (B, M),
check the Date Added time,
C=Ad, combine Rule No.5 and No.7, before the folder is copied
to another location or compressed, the folder may be
extracted or copied or moved from other location.
Rule No.9: Ad > (B, M, A, C, L),
renamed or moved from another location within the same
volume.
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• Maybe the suspect modified
some important data or
accessed confidential info or
copied some sensitive files out.
Step 3
• Use the Rules to find out what
has been done on the files or
folders.

Step 2

Step 1

• Specify the files in the
timeline or use Spotlight to
search the files or folders.
• Only interested in some
specific files or folders that
may be related with the crime.
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Much data transferred between
different file systems, the changes of
time cross different file systems also
need to be studied in future work.
Apply the rules to determine
the user actions combined with
the timeline generated by the
Sleuth Kit.
Generate several time-rules
for files and folders
Time changes as a
result of various
operations in HFS+
under Mac OS X.

Future work

Apply to case study

Rules

Time changes

Questions?

